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This is not a sound-bite, it’s a
looong article.  It may be a little con-
fusing and difficult to follow since it’s
based on conjecture concerning money
and legal title to property that I first
explored in “Divide & Conquer” (An-
tiShyster Vol. 7, No. 4) and “In Law or
Equity” (Vol. 8, No. 1).  If you have
those articles, it might be helpful to re-
view them before you read this one.

Hopefully, this article will offer
some insight into the nature of money.
With a better understanding of money,
you may be better able to earn, save
and invest.  However, the amazing thing
about money is that it’s significance
goes far beyond mere bank balances
and statements of net worth.

For example, virtually everyone
has heard the Biblical warning that the
“love of money is the root of all evil.”
(1 Tim. 6:10)  The verse has become a
cliche’.  But do we really understand?
The verse implies that money is an ex-
traordinarily important subject – more
important than Republicans, Demo-
crats, world peace, nuclear war or even
Monica Lewinsky.  Money is so impor-
tant that those who don’t understand it
– and worse, those who love it – may
be energizing the root cause for evil.

(Ooooo, “Evil,” hmm?  Yawn)
But the Bible also warns that “No

one can serve two masters. . . .  You
cannot serve both God and Money.”
(Math. 6:24)  Again – yeah,yeah –
we’ve heard that one, too.  But do we
really understand?  If we don’t under-
stand money, how can we know if we
serve it?  And if we unknowingly serve
money, does that somehow compromise

us spiritually?  Financially?  Politi-
cally?

When asked if paying taxes was
lawful, Jesus asked to see “the coin used
for paying the tax.”  The coin bore the
likeness and name of Caesar.  Jesus then
answered, “Give to Caesar what is
Caesar’s, and to God what is God’s.”
What does that mean?  Could it mean
that we must pay taxes (tribute, rent) to
the entity that owns the money or prop-
erty in question?  If so, who owns the
Federal Reserve Notes in your wallet?

I realize that Biblical references
are politically incorrect, but it’s not only
necessary to give the Devil his due –
we must also give Yahweh his due.  Even
athiests should consider the Bible’s an-
cient wisdom:  We can be taxed or even
enslaved by simply using certain forms
of money.

Of course, the idea that mere use
of  “money” can enslave us seems bi-
zarre.  However, even the Founding Fa-
thers seem to have sensed the vital sig-
nificance of money.  Today, some folks
criticize the Constitution for being “too
commercial”.  Perhaps – but I suspect
the commercial focus was based on the
Founders’ understanding that the qual-
ity of our money was ultimately more
important than the Constitution, itself.

As you’ll read, while all men may
be created equal, all “money” is not.
Lawful money (gold coins, for example)
conveys legal and equitable titles to
property, but “legal tender” (Federal
Reserve Notes) only conveys equitable
title.  One kind of money conveys mere
possession of property; the other real
ownership.  If that distinction seems

obscure, it may nevertheless be extraor-
dinary.

Without lawful money (gold or
silver coins) you can’t exchange legal
title to property.  Without legal title, you
have no legal rights relative to that
property, no standing in law or access
to courts of law.  Without lawful money,
you are a bankrupt, a servant and ulti-
mately a slave to the bankers who loan
the credit (“legal tender” and debt-in-
struments) we need to survive.

I am increasingly convinced that
at least 80% of all the political prob-
lems that infuriate constitutionalists
and patriots can be traced to our cur-
rent “debt-based” money system.  Like-
wise, at least 80% of our political prob-
lems could be solved by simply reinstat-
ing a lawful system of money.  The prob-
lem is that not one man in 10,000 has a
clue to money’s nature or significance.
Hopefully, this (and future) articles on
money will begin to blunt a bit of that
ignorance.  Even mine.  Especially
mine.

I recently discovered a speech by
Representative E. R. Ridgely (Demo-
crat, Kansas) to the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives on May 31, 1900. I
stumbled on Rep. Ridgely’s speech in
a 1,113-page book entitled “Bills and
Debates in Congress Relating to Trusts,”
published by the Government Printing
Office in 1903 (Senate Document 147
of the 57th Congress).  I found his
speech remarkable since it seemed to
clearly conveys some fundamental but
surprising insights into economics of
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the real world (as opposed to the class-
room).

To understand Rep. Ridgely’s
speech, it’s important to understand his
political era.  In the late 1800s, the “rob-
ber barons” were concentrating their
money into trusts and “combinations”
of sufficient financial power to estab-
lish monopolies, manipulate prices, nul-
lify free market competition, corrupt the
media, dominate State and National leg-
islatures and even threaten the consti-
tutional structure of our Republic.

The problem posed by this con-
centration of wealth was perceived in
1865 (just after the Civil War) when
President Lincoln warned:

“I see in the near future a crisis
approaching that unnerves me and
causes me to tremble for the safety of
my country.  As a result of the war,
corporations have been enthroned,
and an era of corruption in high
places will follow, and the money
power of the country will endeavor to
prolong its reign upon the prejudices
of the people until all the wealth is
aggregated into a few hands and the

Republic is destroyed.  I feel at this
moment more anxiety for the safety of
the country than ever before, even in
the midst of war.” (“Bills and Debates,”
page 817, supra)

In 1900, Rep. Ridgely agreed and
advocated the public ownership of fac-
tories, railroads, etc. – Communism.
But he did so because he believed that
trusts and combinations of private
wealth had reduced the average
worker’s wages by half due to the “trib-
ute” the workers paid in the form of
higher prices imposed by trust monopo-
lies. His leftist remedy for a 50% con-
fiscation in 1900 was naïve, but today,
our government (local, state, and na-
tional) imposes a collective tax burden
of 55% (just over half) on the average
worker’s income.  Instead of being sys-
tematically impoverished by “robber
barons” of Rep. Ridgely’s era – today,
we are systematically impoverished by
our own government.  Has anything
really changed?

The following quotes are from
Rep. Ridgely.  The italicized and/or
underlined text within Rep. Ridgely’s

quotes indicated  my added emphasis.
The text surrounding Rep. Ridgely’s
quotes is my commentary.

Rep. Ridgely begins:

Centralization vs. Distribution
“It is an indisputable fact that no

person can actually produce more
than a fraction of a million dollars in
value during a lifetime.  Then it must
follow that if anyone is permitted to be
the lawful owner of property amount-
ing to millions of dollars in value, such
owner has appropriated the title to the
products of another’s labor without
giving an equivalent in value therefor.”
[Emph. add.]

Inflation has increased the mag-
nitude of legitimate lifetime production
to several million dollars.  Nevertheless,
Ridgely remains generally correct that
all great fortunes are based great exploi-
tation.  For me (or Bill Gates) to accu-
mulate a billion dollars, a lot of people
have to be hugely overcharged and/or
underpaid.

More importantly, Ridgely under-
stood that the essence of exploitation
was extortion of “legal title” to prod-
ucts or properties produced and owned
by others.

What’s a “legal title”?   Consider
a hypothetical farmer who owns and
lives on a 1,000 acre farm.  He owns –
and therefore absolutely controls – the
farm because he has legal title to it.  Be-
cause he also has equitable title to the
farm, he has the equitable right to use,
possess, live on and work that farm.
When a single individual has both le-
gal and equitable title to a property, he
is said to have complete or perfect title.

But the titles need not be united.
For example, the farmer could rent his
farm to you.  If he did, he would retain
legal title to the property (he’d still own
the farm), but you would have equitable
title to use, possess and live on the farm.
Bear in mind that your equitable title is
conditional on paying the rent and in-
ferior to legal title.  If you get behind in
the rent, the farmer with legal title has
the right and power to evict you.  The
threat of eviction (or otherwise reclaim-
ing the property) gives the owner (the
person with legal title) direct control
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over the property and indirect control
over the person holding equitable title
since owners can usually deprive the
renters of use of the property.

The importance of legal title is
seen in Bouvier’s Law Dictionary
(1856), which declares our rights are
based on our titles.  This implies that
without legal title to a particular prop-
erty, we have no legal rights to that
property, no standing in law, and there-
fore no access to courts of law (whose
job is to determine legal rights) with re-
gard to that property.  Without legal title,
we are reduced to appearing in courts
of equity wherein we have no legal
rights and the judge is bound to rule
only according to his conscience – not
law.  Without the protection of law
(which restricts both litigants and
judges), the potential for abuse by a
judge in a court of equity is significant.

The distribution of titles
“The great problem of temporal

comfort . . . that confronts every being
upon earth can be successfully solved
by two acts, namely, the production
and distribution of the things neces-
sary to human life and comfort.  These
two acts are simple in their statement,
but far-reaching and complex when
we attempt to put them into success-
ful operation over a great and
extensive country like ours, the
greatness of which makes possible
extended human comforts and
happiness if we correctly solve the
problem of production and distribu-
tion.”  [Emph. add.]

Ahh, economics reduced to its es-
sentials: production and distribution.
How  obvious:  first produce something;
then determine who gets to have it.

“In the matter of production
alone we are making wonderful
progress in every department.  We
have outstripped the world in quantity,
quality, and variety; but in the second
act – that of distribution – our system
is an absolute failure.  Instead of
distributing the titles to our products, it
eternally centralizes them, until less
than 10 per cent of our people own 90
per cent of all the values created by

the present and all preceding genera-
tions.  We find undeniable proof of this
lamentable congestion of wealth, not
only in the centralized ownership of all
products of labor, but we also find by
the census of 1890 . . . this alarming
revelation of the centralized owner-
ship of real estate . . . .  [O]f all the
families occupying [possessing]
homes less than 37 per cent claim to
be home owners, leaving 63 per cent
home renters, while . . .  28 per cent of
these homes were mortgaged,
leaving but a trifle over 15 per cent of
the families occupying homes actually
owning the same.”  [Emph. add.]

Although 37% of Americans
claimed to “own” their homes in 1890,
most of those homes were mortgaged,
so only 15% were true “owners”.  So
long as their homes were mortgaged
(purchased with bank credit rather than
paid for with lawful money like gold or
silver), the legal title, right of owner-
ship and real control of their homes re-
mained with the bank that provided the
credit.  Until the original loan was re-
paid in full in lawful money to the bank,
the people living in those houses were

entitled to use and possess the property,
but they did not have legal title to “their”
homes and therefore did not “own”
them.  Once the loan was repaid in law-
ful money (gold or silver), the buyer re-
ceived both legal and equitable title to
the home and became a true owner.

Rep. Ridgely continues with an
profound insight that was apparently
common knowledge in 1900, but is so
forgotten today that it becomes a pro-
found insight:

“The first act in distribution of
property is to change the titles from
the one having too much of an article
to the one that has not enough.
Money is the best instrument of
account ever devised by man to
exchange titles to property.”

Today, we think of our “money”
(actually credit/promises and debt-in-
struments) as a merely a means to pur-
chase (transfer) property.  It never even
crosses or minds that it is more impor-
tant to own (have legal title) to a prop-
erty than it is to merely possess (have
equitable title to) that property.  The
reason we don’t understand the link
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I believe that once you study and
fully comprehend the meaning and im-
plications in those two sentences, you
will begin to truly understand our po-
litical and judicial system.  Until then,
you’ll continue to be shorn like sheep.

Nothing new under the sun
The same legal/economic prin-

ciples apply today as in 1890:  Legal
title (and therefore ownership, real con-
trol and legal right) to that which you
purchase with credit belongs to the in-
stitution that provided the credit until
you repay the loan. But by law, we can
only “pay” our debts with lawful money
(gold and silver).  But since we now
have a “debt-based” monetary system,
virtually all of our currency  (Federal
Reserve Notes, checks, credit cards) are
debt-based and can “discharge” debts,
but not legally “pay” them.   As a re-
sult, we can use our modern currency
to “purchase” equitable title (posses-
sion) to everything but we can’t “buy”
legal title (ownership and control) to
anything.

If Rep. Ridgely was shocked that
only 15% of Americans actually owned
their homes in 1890, what would he say
today when virtually no American ac-

tually “owns” legal title to any prop-
erty.  And without legal title, it appears
that we have no legal rights, no access
to courts of law, and at best enjoy the
perpetual status of “beneficiary” (which
is a politically correct way of saying
“nigger”).  Ohh, you may be blonde,
blue-eyed, well-dressed, live in a man-
sion drive a Rolls Royce, and be the lo-
cal Klan’s Imperial Dragon – but with-
out legal title to property, the banks and
government regard you as just another
“house nigger” who owns nothing, has
no legal rights and no standing in law.

Debts can only be paid with law-
ful money (gold or silver coin or its le-
gal equivalent).  I.e., legal title cannot
be secured except by payment in full
with lawful money.  Until you actually
pay your debts (for your house, car,
clothes or computers) with lawful
money, you have merely “discharged”
those debts with the credit and debt-in-
struments we currently call “money”.
Until you actually pay your debts in
lawful money, you can’t legally own
whatever property you purchased with
your FRNs.  You may get to use that
property, but you don’t own it and there-
fore, “they” can take (repossess) your
property from you anytime “they” want.

 Because you have no lawful
money, it is impossible for you to le-
gally pay your debts or repay your
loans, impossible to secure legal title
to “your” property, and impossible to
become a true owner.

Paper money marked “full legal
tender” conveys both legal and equi-
table title to property and is legally as
“good as gold” or lawful money.  How-
ever, “legal tender” merely convey eq-
uitable title.  Today’s FNRs may be “le-
gal tender,” but they are not lawful
money nor are they “full legal tender”
In fact, there is virtually no lawful
money or “full legal tender” in circula-
tion.  Therefore, you can’t pay your
debts, you can’t own your property, and
you are legally bankrupt.  The political
and judicial implications are huge.

Real Cause of Our Trouble
“Mr. Speaker, with this alarming

condition before us is it any wonder
that the great mass of our people are
crying out for deliverance from the
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between legal title and real money
(gold/ silver coins) is because our mod-
ern “money” (credit/promises and debt-
instruments) is legally incapable of
implementing the exchange of legal title
to property.  By habit we’ve simply for-
gotten real significance of money.

Rep. Ridgely’s description of
money as an instrument to exchange
titles emphasizes the fundamental pur-
pose of real money (gold & silver coins)
is not merely transfer possession of
property, but to exchange legal title and,
as consequence of that exchange, legal
rights, standing in law, and access to
courts of law.

I suspect Rep. Ridgely’s com-
ment may offer the most important in-
sight this magazine’s ever published.
It’s so important, you should read it
again:

“The first act in distribution of
property is to change the titles from
the one having too much of an article
to the one that has not enough.
Money is the best instrument of
account ever devised by man to
exchange titles to property.”  [Emph.
add.]
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burdens imposed by a system which
has robbed them of their homes and
the products of their labor?”

“. . . . The real cause of our
trouble is this:  We assume that all
capital used in production and
distribution must draw unto itself some
per cent of increase.  We force this
payment of increase out of the
products of human labor and the
absorption of land title by various
methods known by the familiar names
of interest, rents, profits, gain, etc.”
[Emph. add.]

In other words, the interest on the
bank loans that help produce and dis-
tribute products is ultimately paid 1)
from the wages of workers who actu-
ally produce the products and 2)  by
“absorbing” the legal titles to land that
were previously owned (primarily) by
the workers.

How do banks “absorb” legal
titles to land?  Through credit.  By loan-
ing “money” (actually, credit which is
merely a promise to pay) to landown-
ers foolish enough to risk legal title to
their tangible land for a loan of intan-
gible credit.  Sooner or later, the bor-
rower fails to repay his loan and the le-
gal title to his land is “absorbed” into
the banking system.  Today, once a le-
gal title is “absorbed”  from public ac-
cess, it may never return.

“. . . [O]fficial statistics reveal the
fact that 10 per cent of our people [the
rich], who own substantially all of the
capital and instruments used in
production and distribution, are taking
from the other 90 per cent at the place
of production over half of all newly
created values; or, to state more
clearly, the total earnings, or wages,
of the 90 per cent army [of laborers]
will not buy one-half of the property
their labor creates, reckoned at
wholesale values . . . .”

Ridgely offers a profound insight:
In 1900, the rich 10% of America  only
paid  the 90% who labor to produce our
wealth about half the value of their pro-
ductive efforts.  In other words, if a com-
mon man produced $400 worth of
wholesale product during a week’s work,
he was only paid $200 on Friday.

Well, what’s wrong with that?
The businessmen and bankers are en-
titled to make a profit, aren’t they?  A
year ago, I would’ve said, “absolutely”–
today, I’m not so sure.  In the balance
of Rep. Ridgely’s speech, he implies the
concept of “profit” and “interest” have
become a kind of hustle – devices not
intended to reward the owners of capi-
tal so much as exploit the laborers – and
with dire consequences for our entire
nation, rich and poor alike.

As you’ll read, these dire conse-
quences revolve around a simple fact:
If our economic system pays its com-
mon laborers only half the wholesale
value of what they produce, then those
workers can only buy/ consume half of
what they produce.  As a result, if this
nation produces 1,000 Fords but Ameri-
can laborers can only afford to buy 500,
who will buy the other 500 Fords?  In
fact, Henry Ford applied Rep. Ridgely’s
theory in 1914 when he doubled his
laborer’s pay from $2.50 a day (Gen-
eral Motor’s rate) to $5.00 a day.  Ford
reportedly reasoned if workers don’t get
sufficient income, they can’t buy the
Model T’s they produce.  Ford saw the
symbiotic relationship that producers
and consumers have in each other’s
well-being.

Nevertheless, in 1900, the rich
and powerful used trusts and corpora-
tions to exploit the common people by

taking roughly half of the legal title to
their productive efforts.  Sounds awful,
right?  But today, local, state, and na-
tional government takes about 55% of
every dollar earned.  Plus, the interest
paid to banks on loans used to produce
and distribute products probably
amounts to another 10% of our gross
national product.  Which means, today,
government and bankers combine to
take roughly two-thirds of the legal title
to products produced by common
people (and that’s assuming we were
paid in lawful money rather than debt-
based instruments in the first place).  As
a result, American laborers can only
afford to purchase and consume about
one-third of what they’ve produced.  So
how can business sell the other two-
thirds?

Ridgely continues:

“This system not only robs the
producers of over half the values they
create, but it brings disaster and
failure upon the 10 per cent fellows
[the rich] who are getting the titles to
the other half of our production. . . .
[A]dmitting the total wages paid to the
laborers will buy back half of the
newly created values, these 10 per
cent fellows find their real trouble . . .
is to find customers able to buy the
other half of their goods.”
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I.e., even the superrich are ulti-
mately destroyed by the institutional-
ized exploitation of common workers
since, by depriving workers of full le-
gal title to their productive efforts, they
render their workers unable to buy the
cars they produced.  When companies
profit by exploiting their workers, they
destroy their own markets.

“Every nation has an enormous
surplus of products left over after its
people have purchased to the last
dollar of their wages.  Hence our
manufacturers are crying for a market,
urging increased exportations, which
can only be possible . . . by exchang-
ing our surplus productions for the
surplus of other nations.  Returning
home with these, we find our people
no better able to buy the goods
[imported] than they were those
[exported].  Hence the 10 per cent
fellows [the rich] are still in trouble,
and we find them crying out ‘overpro-
duction’.”

When workers are only paid half
of what they earn, they can only afford

to buy half of what they produce.  Since
there is no domestic market for the “ex-
tra” 500 cars,  Ford will export ‘em
overseas and trade ‘em for 500 “extra”
boats built in Panama.  But when they
get the 500 boats back to America, our
laborers (who’ve been robbed of half
the legal title to their productive efforts
and therefore can’t afford to buy the cars
they produced), still won’t be able to
buy the boats produced by the Panama-
nians (who were also robbed of legal
title to their productive efforts by Pana-
manian employers and government).

So how can we export success-
fully?  One way is by installing a hand-
picked dictator in Panama (or Peru, In-
donesia or China) who will exploit his
people so thoroughly that they will
work like slaves for pennies a day, so
they can produce boats with such a tiny
price tag that the less impoverished
Americans can afford to buy ‘em.  This
may be the “real world” economic force
behind the Colonialism of the 14th to
20th centuries.

In other words, if the common
people who produce products weren’t
systematically exploited and robbed of
legal title to much of their productive
efforts by their own government/ sys-
tem, they’d have enough money to  buy
almost all the products they produced
and fully enjoy the fruits of their own
labor – with little need for exports, im-
ports, and captive foreign colonies.

If so, any strong political impulse
to export products indicates the local
population is being heavily exploited by
its employers and/or government.  Look
at post-WWII Japan; it was an eco-
nomic export monster, envied and
feared by much of the world.  But Japa-
nese workers lived in tiny cubicles, paid
exorbitant prices for food, and routinely
worked such long, intense hours they
died on their jobs. Then consider Great
Britain’s colonial empire of the 16th to
20th century – again, the foundation for
British “empire” might be based on ex-
ploitation of the British people (they
could not own legal title to property)
by the British crown and ruling class
(their “system”).  Similarly, if Ridgely’s
right, America’s former status as the
world’s leading exporter may be nei-
ther accident nor evidence of good for-

tune so much as the logical conse-
quence of exploitation of American
workers through high taxes, interest,
and corporate profits.

Ridgely also helps explain the
need for NAFTA, GATT and the WTO.
“International free trade” is necessary
precisely because our government takes
55% of the average American’s income
and thereby leaves us unable to afford
the fruits of our own labor.  In order to
maintain the fiction that we enjoy an
admirable life-style, our government/
corporate/ banking “system” essentially
steals products from other countries and
sells them to us at dirt cheap prices.  In
a sense, Americans accept being en-
slaved  so long as our “massa” provides
us with an even lower class of slaves to
serve us.  So long as government lets
illegal Mexicans in to  mow my lawn
for $5, I don’t feel the pinch of losing
over half the value of my productive
efforts to the system’s government and
bankers.

Of course, if the working people
of any of our colonies (say Nicaragua
or Guatemala) get “uppity” and decide
to stop paying so much extortion money
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to their local dictators (our enforcers),
we simply send more money, weapons
and/or military personnel to shore up
“our” dictator’s power.  Which may
explain why our government insisted on
maintaining the dictatorial powers of
Somoza and other central American
dictators from 1950s to 1990s.  Perhaps
our “system”  needed to overtly enslave
foreign people in order to conceal the
surreptitious enslavement of Ameri-
cans.

Likewise, this “real world” eco-
nomic theory also suggests the under-
lying reason for our “national interests”
in Kuwait, Korea, Viet Nam, Panama,
Bosnia, Ethiopia, and Peru.  If Ridgely’s
right, we not only engaged in numer-
ous foreign wars, we risked a nuclear
world war in order to sustain the cur-
rent “system’s” need to exploit (take le-
gal title from) Americans.

Extreme rhetoric?
At first glance, the implications

of Ridgely’s speech seem almost comi-
cally communistic.  Yeah, yeah – the
evil capitalists (and don’t forget their
“running dogs”)  exploit the masses, etc.
Today, that kind of anticapitalist rheto-
ric seems absurd.  But, in fact, Ridgely’s
observations apply equally to commu-
nists, socialists, democracies, fascists
and capitalists. (The only pure form of
government that might be inherently
immune to this problem is a constitu-
tional Republic.)

Consider the former Soviet
Union:  By definition, communism is a
political system where legal title to all
property is owned by the state and in-
dividual citizens have no legal titles or
legal rights.  Ridgely implies the com-
plete forfeiture of legal title to one’s pro-
ductive efforts should 1) leave the com-
munists abjectly impoverished; 2) de-
stroy any pretence of a consumer mar-
ket for goods within communist coun-
tries; and 3)  force the communist gov-
ernment to expand aggressively through
war or political intrigue to enslave more
and more foreign markets in order to
keep the domestic communists (slaves)
in line.

Did the people of the Soviet
Union live in abject poverty?  Yes.  Was
there a meaningful consumer market in

the Soviet Union?  No.  Did the USSR
engage in an incessant effort to “ex-
pand” toward “world domination”?
Yes.  Ridgely’s theory seems to work.

Moreover, Ridgely’s notions may
be predictive.  Did the Soviet Union’s
empire collapse under the weight of too
many slaves and not enough legal title?
Seems so.  Can we predict the same fate
for other nations  that deny their people
legal title to their property and produc-
tive efforts?  Probably.  And if so, what
can we predict for the U.S. that takes
virtually all legal title and two-thirds of
all equitable title to Americans’ prop-
erty and productive efforts?

If Rep. Ridgely’s right, should we
be surprised if our government engages
in desperate efforts (even foreign wars)
to compel foreign nations to buy our
exports?  Should we be surprised if
people in those foreign client-nations
hate us?   To the extent that’s happen-
ing, Ridgely seems to have a point.

Nevertheless, Ridgely’s ideas still
seem unbelievable since he implies the
simple solution to colonialism,  inter-
national trade and endless foreign wars
is to implement a small, non-exploit-
ing government and a banking system
that can only loan real money, not

imaginary credit.
Think about it.  We’ve got virtu-

ally everything we need right here in
the U.S.A.  If the government/ banking
“system” stopped exploiting us and let
us retain legal title to our property and
productive efforts, at the end of every
work week, I’d have enough lawful
money (which can exchange legal title)
left over to afford to buy (not “pur-
chase”) all of  your products, and you’d
have enough lawful money left over to
buy (not purchase) all of mine.  We
could keep working the same number
of hours we do now, and our standard
of living might at least double.  Our
children wouldn’t have to fight in for-
eign jungles and deserts, and when we
vacationed abroad we might be wel-
comed rather than despised.

But faced with the opportunity to
reduce government and banking burden
on American people, our “system” in-
stead choose to push exports and in-
crease our burden.  Why?

Ridgely hints at the answer:  “ab-
sorbing” legal title to land.  I.e., legal
titles to land are the real “chips” in the
international poker game of wealth,
empire, and power.
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Prepare to be assimilated
The rich, “next resort to shutting

down their mills, mines, and factories
to stop overproduction; but this, like
the exportation, is also a flat failure,
because by shutting down their
productive plants they cut off the
wages of the people; hence they
destroy their [domestic] market
simultaneously with the reduction of
products.”

For example, suppose Ford
(faced with an “extra” 500 unsalable
cars out of every 1,000 car production
run) decided to simply cut their produc-
tion in half.  Instead of producing 1,000
cars and selling only 500, they’ll pro-
duce just 500 cars, sell ‘em all and have
no cars left over.  Nice theory, but so
long as the system takes 50% of the
workers’ legal title to their productive
efforts, the workers who produce 500
cars will still be able to purchase only
half of their productive effort (250 cars).
I.e., so long as the “system” extorts half
the productive earnings of common la-
borers, there will still be an “extra” 250
cars that can’t be sold.

The solution to “over-produc-

tion” is not to cut production, but to cut
exploitation (reduce taxes and increase
wages) of workers.  Has this reduce-
taxes-to-stimulate-the-economy idea
ever worked?  Absolutely.  President
Kennedy did it with such great success
in the 1960s that even government rev-
enues were “paradoxically” increased
when taxes were reduced.  Despite this
empirical proof, politicians of both ma-
jor political parties have since shunned
the idea of any real tax cuts for average
Americans.  Why?

“Thus these 10 per cent fellows
[the rich] are involved in serious
financial trouble.  In their efforts to get
out they are forming trusts.  The 90
per cent fellows [workers] having
legislated against this, the next and
present effort of the 10 per cent
fellows is to merge their entire capital
and property into a few gigantic
corporations.  But when this is all
accomplished they will still be unable
to successfully continue this worn-out
system of gathering tribute to capital
for its use.  It has only been possible
to operate this system in the past by
steadily absorbing the [legal] titles to
all of the world’s real estate, which
has been the mighty values added to
the people’s earnings, which added
value has alone made it possible for
the people to buy the products of their
own labor under this system. [Emph.
add.]

If government and bankers take
two-thirds of what a man earns, once
he’s broke, he can’t purchase domestic
or imported products.  Broke is broke.
So how can the system continue to op-
erate?

Credit.  Once the “system” has
taken two-thirds of what we earn and
left us broke, the only way we can con-
tinue to consume the fruits of our own
production is through credit.  And what
is collateral for our credit? Legal title
to our land.  Ridgely explains:

 “This land value was originally
a gift to the people from nature; hence
their purchase power has been their
earnings (wages) plus their credit (a
lien on their land).  The two combined

have enabled the people to purchase
the products of their own labor, but
this has only been possible by
passing the [legal] titles of their lands
over to the 10 per cent fellows [the
rich].  As proof of this we need only to
cite the fact that the great centers of
capital in the older nations, as well as
in our own country, have ever been
absorbing real-estate titles and driving
an army of homeless people west-
ward to seek lands.  This process has
gone on until it has finally belted the
earth.”

I’d say the gift of land was from
YHWH rather than nature, but never-
theless, Rep. Ridgely makes the funda-
mental point that all wealth is either
derived from wages for productive work
or from credit that’s ultimately based
on liens on legal title to land.  If the
idea that all credit is ultimately based
on liens on legal title to land seems far-
fetched, bear in mind  that the Congres-
sional Record states that “after 1933,
all money would be based upon mort-
gages [liens] on the property [homes
and land] of the people.”

And why do we need credit?  Be-
cause the “system” has taken all of the
legal title to our productive efforts and
two-thirds of our equitable title, and
thereby left us too impoverished to ac-
tually buy the products we produce.
Thus, our modern credit is not a tribute
to our wealth or personal productive ca-
pacity.  If it were, how can we explain
the fact that America is the biggest debtor
nation in the world?  We aren’t credit-
worthy because we’re rich, we’re credit-
dependent because we’ve been system-
atically impoverished and credit is all we
have left to compensate for our lack of
lawful money and poverty.

However, those of you who think
credit is some kind of miracle that em-
powers average Americans to still en-
joy the good life might want to consider
a deeper point of view.  Properly
viewed, credit doesn’t empower you
and me, it drugs us into indifference.
We’re being robbed, but we don’t mind
so long as our Master Cards still work.
(But once the robbery is complete and
all of our legal title is gone, why will
the “system” continue to give us credit?
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Benevolence?  Or because we’re still
armed?  And if we’re disarmed, why
not give that credit to the Red Chinese
or the Indonesians?)

In any case, if there were no credit
to “conceal” the robbery, we would
probably revolt or the government/
bankers that rob us would have to vol-
untarily end or minimize the robbery.
In other words, credit doesn’t compen-
sate for the theft of our property, it con-
ceals that theft and empowers the
thieves to rob us under the guise of a
“prosperous economy”.

Ridgely’s insight is amazing:  The
driving force behind colonization of
North and South America and our own
westward expansion to California etc.,
has been an ancient battle between com-
mon people and bankers to own legal
title to land.  Common people risk their
lives to secure legal title to frontier land,
and then foolishly surrender it (like
Esau) to the bankers in return for the
bowl of imaginary pottage called
“credit”.

Then the next generation of land-
less commoners risks moving further
West to again secure legal title to fron-
tier land.   Bankers follow and hand out
loans (and credit cards) like apples in
the Garden of Eden (provided the loans
are secured by the collateral of legal title
to our Garden).  The cycle continues as
the commoners borrow, gamble, lose
their land and move further West in
pursuit of more frontier  (free) land.

But what happens when folks  fi-
nally run out of frontier?

Ridgely’s point was this: the only
real stakes in the poker game of life are
legal titles to land (real estate, get it?)
– all else is temporary or fictional, but
not “real”.

Of course, in 1900, legal title
could be lost to bankers (or whoever)
but could also be regained if one accu-
mulated enough lawful money to buy
it back.  Today, however,  because our
debt-based FRNs can’t convey legal
title, once legal title to land is forfeit to
the Federal Reserve/ government, that
legal title can’t be redeemed with FRNs
and brought back to private ownership.
Without lawful money (gold or silver
carrying intrinsic legal title), the Fed-
eral Reserve System functions like a fi-

nancial “black hole”; once legal title
falls into that void, it may never reap-
pear.

The fundamental fraud and de-
ception in our banking system may be
this:  We put up superior legal title to
our tangible property as collateral for
our loans, but the banks only loans us a
paper “legal tender” carrying the infe-
rior equitable title.  This violates a su-
preme court maxim of “like unto like”.
That is, you can purchase equitable title
to property with currency that carries
equitable title;  you can buy legal title
to property with money that carries in-
trinsic legal title but – surprise, surprise!
– you can’t “buy” legal title to anything
with FRNs since those Notes are debt-
based currency.  FRNs aren’t assets,
they’re mere “promises to pay” and no
one can pay for something with a prom-
ise to pay – not even the Federal Re-
serve.

Apparently, today’s coalition of
governments and international bankers
(the New World Order) has absorbed
virtually all the legal titles to America’s
real estate and probably all the legal
titles to land in Western Europe, Aus-
tralia, Africa, South and Central
America, and the former Soviet Union.

Only the governments of various
Asian  nations may still own legal title
to their land.  Is this why we’ve been
trying to “build foreign relations” with
Japan, South Korea, Indonesia and
China over the past few decades?  Be-
cause there are virtually no legal titles
left to “absorb” in the West?

If Rep. Ridgely is right and the
financial system can only survive by
“absorbing the titles to all of the world’s
real estate,” once there are no legal titles
left to “absorb”, what will hold this in-
ternational, debt-based financial system
together?  Could it be that once legal
title to all the land is “absorbed” (as has
nearly happened), the only legal titles
left to claim would be to the workers
themselves?  Does our government cur-
rently claim legal title to our lives and
productive efforts as “human re-
sources”?  Pretty much.  And when all
our lives and productive efforts have
been lost to liens, what will be left to
use as collateral for credit?  Our souls?
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No Relief From Asia
“We are now looking with

longing eyes across the Pacific to the
Asiatic shores, where the world’s
civilization first established this
system of paying tribute to capital,
and what do we find there?  Ten to
twenty times as many people per acre
as we have here, with their wealth and
land titles centralized to a greater
extent than anywhere else upon
earth, while their great army of
laborers are reduced to the condition
of serfs, starving by millions, their
wages, when employed at all, being
but a very few pennies per day.  Yet
some foolishly believe that we can
take our machinery over there,
employ these serf laborers at 10 to 20
cents per day, and grow rich by
throwing their products into the
world’s markets, which they say is the
only outlet for the ‘surplus production’
of our laborers.  If anyone believes our
mad rush to Asia will bring relief to
our congested civilization, he is
doomed to serious and bitter disap-
pointment.”

Rep Ridgely implies that there’s
no hope for selling surplus American
products (based on exploitation of
American workers) to the Chinese (who
are even more exploited and therefore

less able to buy our surplus products
than we are).  Therefore, why try to
improve economic relations with China
if common Chinese people can’t afford
to buy our surpluses?  Answer:  Because
the Chinese government (by virtue of
exploiting  the Chinese people) is able
to afford imported American products.

OK, but what shall we export to
the Red Chinese government?  Hershey
Bars?  Coca Cola?  Ford Escorts?
Maybe, but not in sufficient quantity to
make an economic impact on the USA.
Instead, we will have to turn our “sur-
plus” productive capacity (based on in-
stitutionalized exploitation of American
labor) to making products that the Chi-
nese government (not the Chinese
people) wants to buy.  And what would
any exploitive government want to buy
with the wealth extorted  from their own
people if not weapons and surveillance
technology necessary to control its own
people?

Ridgely’s speech helps explain
today’s enormous international trade in
arms.  Insofar as the world’s popula-
tion is increasingly enslaved, only their
exploiting governments have money to
spend on imports.  But they don’t want
more TV sets; they want  more weap-
ons to control their slaves. If so, it fol-
lows that an international arms race
would be primarily caused by  govern-

ments exploiting their own people
rather than any legitimate threat from
foreign countries.

So now, American production can
shift from making Fords for common
Americans or common Chinese (who
both can’t afford to buy them) to mak-
ing F-16s for foreign governments.  Is
this happening?  Yes.  The only differ-
ence between Rep. Ridgely’s era and
our own is that the “robber barons” of
the 1890s have been replaced by “rob-
ber-governments” and “robber-banks”
of today.

Perhaps the most unpleasant im-
plication in Ridgely’s speech is that,
since governments are the only remain-
ing  markets able to consume even part
of  the excess production of other ex-
ploited people, governments around the
world (including our own) are emerg-
ing as the open masters (not servants)
of their exploited people. If so, we are
watching the re-emergence of a new
class of royalty, a New World Order of
feudal monarchies wherein the “impe-
rial” U.S. government has more in com-
mon with the oppressive governments
of Red China and King George IV than
it does with the American people.
Ridgely implies our government should
be more interested in oppressing Ameri-
cans than in freeing them to own   legal
title to their productive efforts.  Does
this description resemble current
American political realities?  Yes.

“Mr. Speaker, we can not force
this old system much further.  Already
we hear the cry of overproduction
again in our land, with our factories
and mills shutting down and a
nervous unrest in the camp of our
capitalists as well as among our great
army of laborers; and yet they call
these prosperous times.”

Are we shutting down our mills
and factories in 1998?  Not exactly, but
we are exporting our factories (and
jobs) to foreign countries where work-
ers are even more exploited than they
are here (ask Nike). . . . Our stock mar-
ket soars and President Clinton claims
these are the most “prosperous” times
since the 1960s (the more apt compari-
son is to the 1920s), but there is an
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uncercurrent of  “nervous unrest” in this
country.  Do we expect a “serious di-
saster just ahead”?  If so, Rep. Ridgely’s
century-old speech is still remarkably
appropriate.

“Let us abolish our present
system of bank issues and loaning of
money and instead issue all money
direct by the Government, a full legal
tender, regardless of the material used
in its coinage, create and issue a
sufficient volume to effect all ex-
changes of titles to property upon a
cash basis, put this money into
circulation by paying it out in settle-
ment of all governmental expenses,
and abolish forever all interest-bearing
bonds and all forms of private debts
[credit].  This will free labor from all
tribute to capital in the form of money
and make it possible to exchange and
distribute titles to all property without
the creation of debts. . . . There should
be enough money to displace all use
of credits and avoid all borrowing of
money by the citizen.”  [Emph. add.]

That’s a pretty radical idea.  First,
create a new money media – it could
be gold, silver or even paper, just so
long as each monetary unit contained
“full” legal tender.  That is, each new
coin or bill  would carry intrinsic equi-
table and legal titles.   As a result, we
could buy legal title to property (even
with paper money) so long as the paper
was not a debt-instrument and therefore
able to convey legal title.  Our money’s
material composition (gold, silver or pa-
per) is insignificant compared to our
money’s quality – i.e., can it convey
legal title to property or just equitable?

Second, have the government
(not the banks) inject enough cash into
society to render all credit transactions
unnecessary, and allow the exchange of
all titles (legal and equitable, to cars,
land, and labor) for “full legal tender”
cash only (gold, silver, or the legal
equivalent).  If this system were en-
acted, the price of all products would
decline sharply since they’d carry no in-
trinsic interest costs and people could
buy only after they’d earned and then
saved enough money to pay — not
merely whenever they felt an impulse

to purchase (possess) something with
credit (a promise rather than a tangible
asset).  Similarly, instead of hustling to
get a good credit rating (an “image”),
people would change their behavior to
focus on real earning rather than imagi-
nary credit.  However, credit might still
be available to purchase (not buy) eq-
uitable title to property, provided that
every credit transaction clearly noticed
the purchaser that he was only getting
equitable title (not legal) and therefore
only equitable rights to use (not own or
control) the property involved.

A revolution in your pocket
I doubt that one man in a thou-

sand could even dream that by simply
changing our money system, we might
cause revolutionary changes in our po-
litical system, individual rights, and
economic wealth.  But Rep. Ridgely un-
derstood the revolutionary implications
in such monetary change.

By allowing any institution – be
it capitalist, communist, government or
bank – to exploit its workers by paying
them less than they earn and, worse,
depriving them of legal title to the prod-
uct of their efforts, a nation sets forces in
motion which, left unchecked, can cause
recessions, depressions, political oppres-
sion and even another “Dark Age” for all
civilization.

 On the other hand, by simply re-
storing a “full legal tender” currency
(one that can implement the exchange
of both equitable and legal titles), we
might restore legal rights, standing in
law, and access to courts of law to com-
mon Americans.  The value of that res-
toration would be incalculable.

For some time, I’ve thought of
myself as a “constitutionalist” (one
who studies the Constitution for funda-
mental political understanding).  How-
ever, I’m beginning to see that studying
money may be more important than
studying the Constitution. I can’t find a
term in modern dictionaries to desig-
nate a student of “money” (that absence
doesn’t surprise me), so for now I’ll  use
“Monetarist” to designate a “student
of money”.

The Bible warns we’ll perish from
a lack of knowledge.  If so, the sin in
taking fruit from the Tree of Knowledge
might not be that Eve took a bite, but
that she stopped eating when she got to
“sex” and didn’t eat every apple on the
tree.  Money is one of that Tree’s big-
gest, juiciest apples.  Best start
munchin’.  An apple a day just might
keep the bankers away.
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